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MACD CROSS < 0

and [MACD Line(15,28,12) x MACD Signal(15,28,12)]

THIS IS THE FINAL FILTER OF MY CODE....HOW DO I ALTER IT TO MAKE SURE THIS CATCHES MACD'S

BELOW 0?

I DID TRY: and [MACD Line(15,28,12)<0 x MACD Signal(15,28,12)<0]

BUT IT DIDNT WORK

macd  cross

You can't have multiple conditions in a single clause, just separate them into two separate clauses.

"... I DID TRY: and [MACD Line(15,28,12)<0 x MACD Signal(15,28,12)<0]..."

and [MACD Line(15,28,12)<0]

and [MACD Signal(15,28,12)<0]

cheers Gord
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(Jun 06 '13 at 14:50)shammyx

Dear Gord, Thanks for your answer...just a question:

how can i make sure i only get macd crossing up through the signal? I seem to be getting some cross downs as well.

It works for me, just looked at 50 + charts and they were all crosses up.

[type = stock] 

and [MACD Line(15,28,12) x MACD Signal(15,28,12)]

and [MACD Line(15,28,12)<0]

and [MACD Signal(15,28,12)<0]

Now you might not be looking at the right date range, I ran the scan for the close on Jun 5, but the default chart would end

today Jun 6, so it might appear that you are getting cross downs. A little extra work but I usually make up a chart that ends

on the date of the scan, this avoids looking at stuff like the below and thinking there is something wrong.
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(Jun 06 '13 at 16:18)shammyx

Gord You were spot on! Thankd again Best Mark
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